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To provide a safe space for beneficiaries to 

learn new skills and to build confidence                            

: Lucky Ewe SCIO Constitution 
 

 

Much has been happening over the last three months with 2021 bringing new faces and 

new opportunities. Our two posts have been filled courtesy of and we now 

have two education/farm support officers and two admin support officers in place. The 

standard of our applicants was so high that we decided to divide each post between two 

successful applicants.  

We now have Jenny and Jen, our farm support officers and Isha and Alyssa, our admin 

officers. In the last three months they have proved invaluable, each bringing their 

particular skills to enable Lucky Ewe to thrive and each making life so much easier for 

Lucky Ewe trustees.                 

                                                

                                                                                                                                   

 Jenny 

Where’s our breakfast? 

    Jen 

Alyssa 

 

Isha 

Richard - trustee and volunteer 

https://www.foundationscotland.org.uk/
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As you can imagine, a steady feed of funds is needed to keep Lucky Ewe nourished: we 

have been fortunate to receive generous donations from individuals and from local 

businesses.   

A lovely Christmas present of just under £1000 was received from Tesco’s Bags of Help 

local community grant scheme which helped us to buy PPE supplies and farm tools. In 

February of this year, Foundation Scotland contributed £4160 towards Lucky Ewe erecting 

a second stock tunnel and Reekie Ltd of Cupar contributed shiny, new buckets. 

As part of our fund-raising campaign, Isha created the poster below which we have 

displayed in local Co-op shops. If you are a Co-op member and choose Lucky Ewe as your 

local charity, 2p for every £1 spent comes to us.                                                                                         

New buckets 

   

 

Just the thing for my 

supper. 

https://www.foundationscotland.org.uk/
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Foundation Scotland provided the grant 

to buy and erect a new stock tunnel. 

This will double our sheltered area 

outdoors and allow more people to 

work together safely in a well-ventilated 

space. 

 

 

       

 

Private donations 

We are grateful for the generous gifts of money we have 
received from individual members and friends of Lucky Ewe. As 
a thank you, Lucky Ewe is sending out its special postcards to 
these donors in the old-fashioned way - through the letter box.  

Listen for that rattle. 

 

Our new team is busy doing all sorts of wonderful things: engaging with HMRC, creating 
an excel database, drawing up volunteer/intern application forms, working with the 
sheep, making the stock tunnel more weather-proof and generally dealing with all the 
tasks which arise in any organisation.                                                                                                         

We also have a number of new volunteers who joined us this year and their hard work 
and enthusiasm is contributing greatly to Lucky Ewe’s progress.  

 

                              

Clearing the land for the erection of our new stock tunnel 

tunnel 

https://www.foundationscotland.org.uk/
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New arrivals coming soon 

Our ewes are readying themselves for their new lambs: the first is due on April 1st and 
there will be a mixture of singletons, twins and triplets. If all survive we will have a fine 
fettle of lambs.                                         

  

                                                                      

                        

                                                                                      

      

      Joan takes a break from preparing the nursery  

. . . and Mary has a new glove. 

 

 

 

 

Lucky Ewe Birthday 

Lucky Ewe SCIO is one year old this month and like many a one year-old is taking those 

first steps towards independence. Our first year has certainly been a packed learning 

experience, sometimes a bit unsteady along the way, sometimes in a straight line, but 

always with many more ups than downs.  

Lucky Ewe shares her birthday, of course, with another year-long experience. Covid 19 and 
its consequences - lockdown, restrictions, social isolation and financial hardship for many - 
has made it even more important that Lucky Ewe continues to grow as a safe and life-
affirming space for people to come and be with the animals, regain lost confidence and 
learn new skills.Thank you to all Lucky Ewe members and friends, funding organisations 
and our lovely sheep for staying with us in the last year.                                                                                                                             

 Stay Safe                                                 

 

We would love your feedback. Please complete our survey by following the link on 

www.luckyewe.org.uk 

https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/TIFREU

